A.I. CITO THAWS
A thoroughly field-tested and proven thaw unit for properly thawing semen at a constant rate of 95°-98° F through
correct, accurate, and sensitive electronic control. Made of tough ABS non corrosive plastic, the unit will take a lot
of abuse, but at the same time protect all of its working elements. Indicator lights show when the unit is ready to
use, and when it is working and maintaining water bath at proper temperature. Complete with 6 ft. power cords and
dual voltage power supply, lift out basket and thaw monitor. Available in standard model with Thaw Monitor or
Digital Monitor.
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LIFT OUT
BASKET

Ampul basket
for Cito thaw
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THAW MONITOR
It is essential if you use the
warm water thaw method.
Easy to use, hold by corner
and run water down the
entire thermometer, adjusting
water, until number is green
within the safe zone.
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CITO THAW MANUAL
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INSTRUCTION
MANUAL

AI-CT-00M
AI-CT-12-120V
QTY
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

ITEM
AI-CT-12-120V
AI-DCT-12-120V
AI-CT-12-220V
AI-DCT-12-220V
AI-CT-00M

DESCRIPTION
CITO THAW 12-120V
CITO THAW DIGITAL 12-120V
CITO THAW 12-220V
CITO THAW DIGITAL 12-220V
CITO THAW MANUAL

1-9
$134.20
$150.00
$169.50
$190.00
$ 36.50

10-49
$105.60
$117.00
$136.80
$153.60
$ 33.00

50-99
$100.00
$112.50
$128.00
$144.00
$ 29.00

100+
$ 96.00
$108.00
$114.00
$128.00
$ 26.00

CITO PRODUCTS, INC
N8779 CTY RD X, WATERTOWN, WI 53094 USA • Tel: (920) 261-6646 • Fax: (920) 261-1350
sales@citoai.com • www.citoai.com
CITO STRAW CUTTER
A push of a button cuts off the
P.O. #_______________________
proper length of the sealed
end of the semen straw.
NAME:____________________________________________ Made from nylon and stainless
steel. Easy to disassemble to
COMPANY: ________________________________________ sanitize without tools.

FAX ORDER

AI-CUTTER

TEL:______________________________________________ CITO TWEEZERS
Designed for low heat transfer the 6-1/4"
tweezer is for quick and easy removal of
REQ. SHIP DATE: __________________________________ straws from canisters, and other handling of
straws. Shaped, specially grooved tips grip
SCHEDULE SHIP DATE: _____________________________ and surround the straw, yet do not crush it.

FAX: _____________________________________________

SHIP TO: __________________________________________
__________________________________________

1/2 cc

1/4 cc

AI-TWEEZER-W

AI-TWEEZER-R
AI-THAW-P-2016

FAX 920-261-1350
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